
The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. Sign language, interpreter services or 
other accommodations can also be provided by contacting Ashlyn Muzechenko at least 48 hours prior to 

the meeting. Ashlyn can be reached at 541-812-2002 (TTY/TTD 711) or amuzechenko@ocwcog.org. 

 
 
 
Agenda 
Linn-Benton Loop TAC Meeting  
Remote Only 

 
Date:  Tuesday, May 16, 2023 
Time:  10:00am –11:30 AM  
Location: Via Microsoft Teams by clicking HERE 

            Meeting ID: 297 226 936 558 
Passcode: Hge9n5 

            Mobile 1-Click Number 
            +1 872-242-8088 

Phone Conference ID: 239 660 509# 
Contact: Nick Meltzer, nmeltzer@ocwcog.org, 541-758-1911 
 
1. 10:00 Call to Order, Introductions Chair, Brad 

Dillingham 
 

2. 10:05 Public Comment 
 

Chair 

3.  10:10 New Member Introduction and Orientation 
Welcome new members and discuss role of Linn Benton Loop 
TAC. 
 

Staff 

4.  10:20 Minutes of February 7, 2023 (Attachment A)  
 
Action Requested: Approval of meeting minutes. 
  

Chair 
 

5.  10:25 FY2023-25 Budget Discussion (Attachment B) 
Review 2023-2025 budget by City of Albany as the operator of 
the Linn Benton Loop. 
 
Action Requested: Concur with proposed budget for Loop 
Board consideration.  
 

All 
 

6. 10:40 Budget Reports (Attachments C1-C4) 
• Quarterly budget (C1) 
• Year to date budget (C2) 
• Drawdown Reports (5307 and STIF) (C3-C4) 

 
Action Requested: Information only. 
 

Barry Hoffman 

7. 10:50 Ridership Report and Dashboard  
OCWCOG has developed a new data dashboard for Linn 
Benton Loop ridership data and will share it with the TAC for 
review and comment. 
 
Action Requested: Discussion 
 
 

Meltzer/Mary 
Bach-Jackson 
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tel:+18722428088,,239660509
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The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. Sign language, interpreter services or other 
accommodations can also be provided by contacting Ashlyn Muzechenko at least 48 hours prior to the 

meeting. Ashlyn can be reached at 541-812-2002 (TTY/TTD 711) or amuzechenko@ocwcog.org. 

8.  11:00 Updates and Other Business 
• Mobility Hubs 
• Transit Workforce Study 
• Coordinated Plans 

 

All 

8. 11:30 Adjournment 
Next meeting is August 1, 2023. 

Chair 

 

ATTENDENCE (FOR QUORUM PURPOSES) 

TAC Members Jurisdiction Attendance 

Sheldon Flom Linn Benton Community College  

Sarah Bronstein Oregon State University  

Barry Hoffman City of Albany  

Tim Bates City of Corvallis  

Reagan Maudlin Linn County  

Brad Dillingham Benton County  

Bill McGregor Albany Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  

Corum Ketchum Corvallis Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  

Andrew Koll At Large Member  

Ken Bronson At Large Member  

Mark Bernard   Oregon Department of Transportation  
 

Quorum: Official action may be taken by the Linn-Benton Loop TAC when a quorum is present. 
A quorum shall exist when the majority of appointed voting members are present. A majority is 
half plus one of the members appointed. If a member is unable to participate in a meeting, that 
member may designate an alternate to participate in his/her place. The alternate should declare 
their status at the start of the meeting. 
 

- Loop Technical Advisory Committee Bylaws, Section 6: Meetings, Subsection f: Quorum 
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LINN-BENTON Loop TAC Meeting 
Teleconference 

Tuesday, February 07, 2023 
2:30 pm – 4:30 pm 

DRAFT MINUTES 

TAC Members Representing Attendance 
Billy McGregor AAMPO Yes 
VACANT CAMPO VACANT 
Sheldon Flom LBCC No 
Sarah Bronstein OSU Yes 
Barry Hoffman City of Albany Yes 
Tim Bates  
(Vice-Chair) 

City of Corvallis Yes 

Brad Dillingham 
(Chair) 

Benton County Yes 

Reagan Mauldin Linn County No 
Jennifer Boardman ODOT Yes 
Ken Bronson Member At-Large No 
Andrew Koll Member At-Large No 

Quorum: Official action may be taken by the Linn-Benton Loop TAC when a quorum is present. A quorum shall exist when the 
majority of appointed voting members are present. A majority is half plus one of the members appointed. If a member is unable to 
participate in a meeting, that member may designate an alternate to participate in his/her place. The alternate should declare their 
status at the start of the meeting. - Loop Technical Advisory Committee Bylaws, Section 6: Meetings, Subsection f: Quorum 

Guests: Tiffany Plemmons, Candy Bliss, and Ted Frazier  
Staff: Transportation Program Manager Nick Meltzer, Operations Supervisor Emma Chavez, CED Administrative 
Assistant Ashlyn Muzechenko  
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TOPIC  DISCUSSION  DECISION / 

CONCLUSION 
1. Call to Order, 

Chair/Vice-Chair 
Elections and Agenda 
Review 

 

Chair Brad Dillingham called the meeting to order.  
 
Staff Nick Meltzer initiated the Chair/Vice-Chair elections while 
sharing the Chairmanship History for the Loop TAC.  
 
Meltzer asked if there was anyone opposed to Brad Dillingham 
continuing as chair.  
 
Chair Dillingham will remain as chair for the Loop TAC as decided 
by consensus.  
 
Chair Dillingham nominated Timothy Bates for Vice Chair; the 
group decided by consensus that Tim Bates would be the Loop 
TAC Vice Chair.  

The Chair Brad 
Dillingham called the 
meeting to order at 2:31 
pm.  
 
The Loop TAC elected 
Chair Brad Dillingham 
and Vice-Chair Timothy 
Bates to serve another 
term.  
  

2. Public Comment There were no members of the public who wished to provide 
public comments.  

There were no public 
comments.  

3. New Member 
Introduction and 
Orientation  

Reagan Mauldin is a new member but was unable to attend 
today’s meeting.  
 
Chair Dillingham noted that most TAC members have luckily had a 
chance to meet Mauldin beforehand.  

Reagan Mauldin is a 
new member but was 
unable to attend today’s 
meeting. 

4. Minutes of November 
01, 2022 (Attachment 
A) 

 
Action: Approval of 
Minutes 

 Barry Hoffman moved to approve the minutes from November 01, 
2022, and Sarah Bronstein seconded. The motion passed 
unanimously.  

The November 01, 2022, 
minutes were approved.  
 
Barry Hoffman moved to 
approve, and Sarah 
Bronstein seconded.   

5. FY2023-2025 Budget 
Discussion 

 

Hoffman shared that there isn’t a budget to present, but there are 
preliminary budget numbers for OSU, LBCC, and 5307 Provider 
Funds. Hoffman noted that it can be said that STIF Formula 
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Action: Information Only funding can be estimated as FY24 at $135,900 and FY25 would 
be $140,000 for OSU and LBCC. For 5307, it is slightly different 
as Mark Volmert introduced that 5307 funds could go up at 5% per 
year. For FY24 5307 Funds are $198,100 and FY25 Funds are 
$208,000. 
 
Hoffman noted that lately there has been double digit increases in 
costs from 10%- 15%. Hoffman noted that there was an increase 
to ask for STIF funding to cover the cost increases. Hoffman 
added that he cannot share the expense budget with the city as it 
is incomplete, and would not be accurate. 
 
Hoffman noted that the 5307 funds were originally saved as 
operation funds, however part of that will need to go to capital and 
another part will need to go to operating funds. Hoffman noted 
there is about $500,000 left in the capital funding pot.  
 
Hoffman noted that December of 2021 was when the new service 
kicked off and it has been running for over a year now. Hoffman 
shared that when the personnel numbers for the next two years, 
the costs will come in higher, as well as higher maintenance and 
fuel costs too.  
 
Tim Bates asked about local match amount, as for now we are 
good at maintenance and operations. Bates inquired about looking 
to people on the TAC for or will the local match go to STIF to get 
the local match.  
 
Hoffman noted that in every year’s budget, money is put away in 
local match for bus replacement. Hoffman shared the match is 
provided by OSU and LBCC and any STIF funds can be used as 
match too. Barry Hoffman shared that counting OSU, LBCC, and 
STIF funds, are over matched which is good. $133,400 is what is 
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left in the equipment replacement fund. Barry Hoffman shared 
match for a bus is $180,000 to $200,000.  
 
Bates asked if the next bus will not be diesel.  
 
Hoffman noted that a diesel bus would be frowned upon by ODOT 
and many others.  
 
Bates noted that the charging and propane are necessary to fuel 
the new bus.  
 
Hoffman noted that they will not be ready for 100% electric in the 
next couple of years. Hoffman noted that the next bus will be a 
hybrid of diesel and electric with reduced emissions.  
 
Hoffman noted that auxiliary charging locations are important for 
remote charging.  
 
Bates noted that it is more pertinent for the Loop as Corvallis is 
only at 2 out of 11 right now. However, the Loop travels for a long 
distance and runs all day long, whereas mid-day charging isn’t 
available.  
 
Hoffman shared that the Loop Bus runs about 350 miles in a day, 
which might be pushing the limits on the fully electric buses.  

6. Budget and Ridership 
Reports  
(Attachment B1-B4, 
and C) 

 
 
Action: Discussion 

Hoffman shared that on Attachment B1, the period 04-06 is the 
second quarter expenses and revenues from the current fiscal 
year. Hoffman shared that there is revenue from 5307.  
 
Hoffman added those charges for services is the STIF funding that 
gets reimbursed. Barry Hoffman shared that $157,000 is what a 
quarter costs for STIF Funding, which is spot on for what funds 
were requested from STIF.  
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Hoffman shared the revenues and expenditures reports from the 
quarter and half year reports. Hoffman shared those fuels 
expenses is $45,820.20 which is 57% of the budgeted fuel for the 
year. Hoffman also pointed out the vehicle maintenance cost 
$44,826.54 which is for the second year of the biennium.  
 
Bates asked Hoffman about the wages moving forward, and how 
that will affect the budget. Bates noted that the transit contract has 
been signed and it will run until 2026 which can bring some 
stability without factoring in the benefit costs.  
 
Hoffman shared that billing maintenance and finance are charges 
the Loop pays for services, that are costs that come from the city 
and are non-negotiable.  
 
Bates asked about the numbers for the next two fiscal years 
92023 and 2024).  
 
Hoffman noted that they will be able to afford the service costs for 
the next few years. Hoffman added that additionally, under CS 
equipment replacement there is $27,000 being put away ($13,500 
per year) for replacing vehicles with a match cost of half of what is 
actually the current cost right now. Barry Hoffman noted that the 
savings will have to double in order to keep up with increasing 
match costs.  
 
Bronstein noted that she is going to submit the numbers shared 
from Barry to OSU budget for approval.  
 
Hoffman introduced attachment B3 as 5307 grant funds that are 
remaining. Hoffman shared that the Loop is still drawing down 
from the FTA operations funds from the 2018-2019 grant year. 
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Hoffman shared that some of the capital funds have been pledged 
to projects, and there isn’t quite enough to purchase a bus either. 
Hoffman shared that additionally the money will go to saving up for 
the match. Barry Hoffman shared that the 2019-2020 operations 
funds have not been drawn from yet.  
 
Hoffman asked if the Loop TAC members are okay with keeping 
3-6 months of operations funding money in savings.  
 
Bates asked about 21-22 funds, and if they were the federal fiscal 
year or the operating year and Hoffman confirmed it is the federal 
and grant year.  
 
Bates inquired about the next two years, and putting more 
operations money into that pot as it will be depleting shortly.  
 
Hoffman confirmed and noted that money should be put back into 
the operating funds account. Hoffman added that he feels there 
should be 3 to 6 months in the operating funds account to use if 
emergency.  
 
Bates noted that the Biden Infrastructure law guaranteed 5 years 
of operating expenses that would be paid from the federal 
government. Bates noted that for the next three years there is a 
guarantee for that money to be there.  
 
Hoffman noted that the Loop didn’t get any CARES money, except 
for barriers for drivers as the buses needed the equipment that 
was paid for from FEMA. 
 
Bronstein noted that she is not used to seeing budgets have an 
operating reserve, so she is unsure if it is necessary. Bronstein 
asked if there are other examples of areas having an operating 
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reserve to ensure there aren’t large build ups, however there 
would be necessary savings set up for vehicle replacements.  
 
Hoffman noted that there could be an advantage to having some 
money saved for operating funds for things like fuel price increase 
when the spike like it did this past year.  
 
Boardman shared in the chat that most agencies try, although 
most are not successful due to funding, to have 3-6 months 
reserves on hand for operations.   
 
Meltzer shared that another example is the OCWCOG keeps a 
month of cash reserves on hand, in the event all funding stops 
coming in they can still pay outstanding bills.  
 
Hoffman noted that having a little cushion could be helpful.  
 
Bates noted that it is a good point that Jennifer shared. Bates 
shared that the reserve should be kept as 9 months ahead as the 
cushion.  
 
Hoffman noted that Tim Bates and himself can bring back a more 
complete budget and share the decisions on what needs to be 
kept as capital or operational funds.  
 
Hoffman shared attachment B4 as the STIF funding that shows 
drawdowns from the expanded operations. Hoffman added that 
this account will be right on target as well.  
 
Hoffman introduced Attachment C as the ridership reports.  
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Hoffman shared that currently the ridership is close to, but still 
behind the 2019 ridership year. Hoffman noted that 2022-2023 will 
eventually rise above the mark for 2019 (pre-covid) numbers.  
 
Hoffman noted that it is encouraging to see the loop’s progress 
and he is excited to see the numbers rise to above where they 
used to be.  
 
Bates noted that the loop is still at 70%.  
 
Bronstein asked what the buses looked like with this level of 
ridership.  
 
Hoffman noted that after COVID, it is a lot more comfortable for a 
passenger as the buses are not as packed as they used to be.  

7. Summer Service 
Levels 

 
Action: Discussion 

Hoffman shared the summer service levels for the regional route, 
the US-20 commuter, and the campus connector. Hoffman noted 
that during planning for the loop there was talk about time of year 
service days. Barry Hoffman noted that the Campus Connect 
would only run during OSU/LBCC academic term. Hoffman asked 
the TAC about running the Campus Connectors on a summer 
schedule.  
 
Bates asked if the campus connector is the route that goes from 
LBCC to OSU.  
 
Bronstein noted that looking at the data is the first step, and the 
Connector 1 in July had under 500 and Connector 2 had 600. 
Bronstein shared that the service hours could be relocated to 
somewhere else in the system. Sara Bronstein added that it might 
be creating more problems than it is worth to remove the summer 
service as there are still some people who find the summer 
service valuable.  
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Hoffman noted that it doesn’t hurt to continue the campus 
connectors through the summer.  
 
Dillingham shared that it is normal to have lower riders per hour 
for the rural areas. Dillingham agreed with Bronstein that it would 
be more work to move the service or get rid of it altogether rather 
than continue the service.  
 
Hoffman noted that the Heart to Hub uniter runs on the same 
corridor, which if one of the commuter buses were removed during 
the summer months, there would be less convenience but still 
there are buses available.  
 
Billy McGregor asked about the condensed summer schedule.  
 
Bronstein noted that she currently doesn’t have the data, but she 
could attain the class hour report for the Loop.  
 
Hoffman noted that last summer staff asked about running the 
30min shifts on the commuter buses.  
 
Meltzer shared that to close out Ridership, the budgets for the 
MPOs are getting done, and it could be explored to do a Ridership 
survey. 
 

8. Updates and Other 
Business:  
• Mobility Hub 

Update 

Meltzer shared that there were many successful IGAs, and staff 
were able to get their grants in. However, there were many mixed 
reviews from the counties and ACTs that there is a lot of needs 
and there isn’t a need to justify a large capital project as everyone 
needs vehicles. Meltzer shared that Benton County has enough of 
the funds to build the mobility hub at OSU.  
 
Bates asked about the dates for the STIF discretionary cycle.  
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Meltzer passed the question to Jennifer Boardman for an answer 
as he was unsure.  
 
Jennifer Boardman noted they are in the review process currently, 
and there are two meetings in February to gather the scores and 
determine which grants will be funded. From there they will be 
passed to PTAC for review and after that in April OTC will decide 
which projects are funded, the funds will be available to those 
picked by July 1st.  
 
Meltzer noted that the City of Tangent has asked to have more 
direct transit stops within their city. Meltzer noted that AAMPO 
hired a consultant to do a time study to share with the TAC 
possibly at the next meeting.  
 
Hoffman noted that Tangent had ideas about using the Loop 
service as it already comes close to the city limits. Hoffman added 
that micro-transit could be a potential option as well.  
 
Hoffman shared that Albany Transit is still in the process of 
expansion.  
 
Bates noted that Corvallis Transit received two proposals for 
operations that will begin July 1st. 

9. Adjournment The next Loop TAC meeting is scheduled for May 02, 2023.  Meeting adjourned at 4:05 
pm by Chair Brad 
Dillingham 
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Linn-Benton Loop FTA Section 5307 Grant Funds Remaining
(Last Updated 4/27/23)

Grant Year Project Match Ratio Remaining Project Funds  FTA Match Required Local Match Required

18-19 FTA 5307 - Operations 50:50 933,866 466,933 466,933 as of 2/1/22
Drawdown - 2/2/22 766,308 (83,779) (83,779) 
Drawdown - 3/23/22 614,484 (75,912) (75,912) 
Drawdown - 5/20/22 555,044 (29,720) (29,720) 
Drawdown - 7/7/22 491,692 (31,676) (31,676) 
Drawdown - 7/26/22 361,858 (64,917) (64,917) 
Drawdown - 10/20/22 184,146 (88,856) (88,856) 
Drawdown - 1/30/23 - (92,073) (92,073) 
SUBTOTAL - - - 

19-20 FTA 5307 - Operations 50:50 587,000 293,500 293,500 as of 2/1/22
Drawdown - 4/27/23 411,606 (87,697) (87,697) 

FTA 5307 - Preventive Maintenance 80:20 60,875 48,700 12,175 as of 2/1/22
Drawdown - 1/30/23 35,432 (20,354) (5,089) 
Drawdown - 4/27/23 470 (27,970) (6,992) 

SUBTOTAL 412,076 206,179 205,897 

20-21 FTA 5307 - Capital Project - TBD* 80:20 449,138 359,310 89,828 as of 2/1/22

SUBTOTAL 449,138 359,310 89,828 

21-22 FTA 5307 - Capital Project - TBD* 80:20 471,600 377,280 94,320 as of 7/1/22

SUBTOTAL 471,600 377,280 94,320 

GRAND TOTAL 1,332,814     942,769    390,045    

*Funds have been awarded, but the Linn-Benton Loop has not yet obligated the funds.  These funds
will be obligated when the Loop has determined the projects to assign the funding too.
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Linn-Benton Loop STIF Funds Remaining
(Last Updated 4/27/23)

Fiscal Year Project Remaining Project Funds

21-22/22-23 STIF - Benton County $675,000
Drawdown 11/10/21 ($14,450)
Drawdown 2/8/22 ($37,475)
Drawdown 4/25/22 ($90,105)
Drawdown 7/26/22 ($83,880)
Drawdown 10/24/22 ($78,906)
Drawdown 1/27/23 ($89,809)
Drawdown 4/26/23 ($102,144)

SUBTOTAL $178,231

21-22/22-23 STIF - Linn County $675,000
Drawdown 12/21/21 ($5,075)
Drawdown 2/8/22 ($28,100)
Drawdown 4/25/22 ($108,855)
Drawdown 7/26/22 ($83,880)
Drawdown 10/24/22 ($78,906)
Drawdown 1/27/23 ($89,809)
Drawdown 4/26/23 ($102,144)

SUBTOTAL $178,231

GRAND TOTAL $356,462
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